
Current economic, social and societal issues tend to impact the behavior of consumers, more cautious budget-wise in their
consumption choices, but also, far more aware of the wrongdoings of today’s consumer society, driving an increasing number
of them towards a search for simplicity and authenticity.

Moreover, this trend has accelerated in recent years due to the flood of information, increasing not only consumers’ feelings of
frustration and anxiety with respect to the offer, but also their ability to decipher corporate marketing strategy.

More intelligent, informed and independent, consumers increasingly wish to take back control by giving value to simplicity and
humility, experience, and the fair price of the products/services offered them, without however consuming any less. This “back
to basics” conveys positive values and meaning for consumers, but also for companies seeking for opportunities for
sustainable repositioning of their brands and for operational efficiency of their organization.

To respond to these new consumer demands and remain as objective as possible in identification of consumer expectations,
companies need to implement:

• In-depth reflection on the valorization of their core offer and not only an isolated part of it, as is still only too often the
case today as a result of several decades of marketing based on over-equipping,

• A declared willingness to simplify and rethink all their offers, taking into account all the corporate components involved in
this reflection, in view of the change in culture that this elicits,

• A project approach and a governance allowing transparent decision-making processes to propose an offer focused on
the basics such as they are perceived by the company’s customers, but also by consumers in the broad sense,

• An open-minded search for personalization with the customer, in order to define more focused ranges and a well-
segmented offer, clearly highlighting that the brand places its expertise at the service of customers, their issues and their needs.

Rethinking the products or services offer, particularly in the context of simplification, is above all a complex business
project involving several dimensions to be taken into account from the feasibility study, and aiming at:

• Defining the ambition of a project to simplify a company's product offering, by rethinking and designing a product
strategy with employees, in line with the company's rationale purpose, values and strategy on the one hand, and the
expectations of simplicity, humility, customer experience and fair prices expressed by customers or consumers in the
broadest sense on the other hand.

• Adopting an experimental, agile and iterative approach to product design, drawing for example on the "Lean Start-up"
methodology, in order to :

• Co-design products with end customers and prospects, to meet their expectations and needs, particularly in terms of
simplification, and thus avoid pitfalls and gain their support from the outset,

• Setup people at the core of product design, due to the need to customize the new product offer according to new
customer behaviors, while also taking into account current economic, social and societal issues,

• Stimulate innovation and disruption by mobilizing all types of expertise, by recognizing the successful risk-taking
and by not restricting initiatives, in order to define a simplified but differentiating offer.

• Reduce the "Time-to-Market" of adapting to changes in the market, the company and its ecosystem, by designing a process
for the operational implementation of this new product offering that is also agile and iterative, to continue to maintain the
simplification process.

• Support new product launch projects with an agile and flexible organizational dynamic, to perpetuate the project
dynamic and avoid the "bellows" effect, by capitalizing on the knowledge of a "core" team and mobilizing experts on a case-by-
case basis as required.
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“Human Ahead” methodologies

Howard Partners develops methodologies, based on the know-how of leading consulting firms, while also incorporating

practices derived from socio-dynamics and tools to identify and measure the impacts of decisions made by companies

in terms of balance of power, wealth, environment, and society.

▪ The Howard Partners consultants are proud of their profession and are working hard to support this “back to

basics”. They regard themselves as “orchestra conductors”, i.e. people who understand the business issues

facing senior executives, can pinpoint what’s “niggling” them, and build “taylor-made” operational solutions

by activating a multitude of skills.

▪ To that end, Howard Partners leads an ecosystem of experts.

Howard Partners, at the heart of an ecosystem, to

respond to the complex issues facing senior executives:

*What’s behind the name?

Howard Roark, the main character in the novel “The Fountainhead”, was an architect living in New-York at the turn of the 20th

century. Passionate about his profession, he embraced his own vision of a new way to build, going against current trends. Reaping
the full benefits of the advent of reinforced concrete, his works are described as innovative.

Howard Partners is above all a human

adventure, that of 4 co-founders, coming from

different renowned consulting firms, driven

by a common vision and ambition, that of

autonomy, embodied by Howard Roark*.

Howard Partners, a partner at the service of

companies facing major issues due to

technological and societal disruption:

▪ Support the societal transition of companies.

▪ Give new meaning to companies.

▪ Balance ethics and data.

▪ Turn regulations into opportunities.

Senior Advisors, sources of inspiration and 

innovation

“When an intuition is renewed, it’s more than an 

intuition, it’s absolutely a project”
Aude de Thuin

Founder of  « Women in Africa »

Training and CoachingTechnological InnovationIdeation and GamificationBenchmarking

A humanistic vision

The Howard Partners consultants have developed a profoundly humanistic vision and learnt to practice what they

preach. They perceive new technologies as accelerators of an inevitable and profound societal transition.

An eminently holistic approach to problems

“Human Ahead” is proof of Howard Partners ambition to understand its customers’ projects in a holistic manner, i.e.

by incorporating all levers, whether strategic, business, organizational or technological, with the goal of anticipating

impacts on humans: collaborators, senior executives, shareholders, and citizens alike.


